GARRETT COUNTY HERITAGE AREA
MANAGEMENT PLAN

7. HERITAGE AREA STEWARDSHIP
DESCRIBING PRESERVATION AND CONSERVATION
STRATEGIES IN GARRETT COUNTY

HERITAGE AREA STEWARDSHIP
The analysis of land use and growth
management characteristics assists
in capturing the role of
“Stewardship” for the Garrett County
Heritage Area Management Plan
(Heritage Plan) (see Chapter 3:
Development and Land Use). This is
important for the responsible and
sustainable management of Garrett
County’s heritage resources. In
particular, land stewardship is
important to preserve the significant
natural features and landscapes that
provide definition for the Garrett
County Heritage Area.

SOURCE: Peter Johnston & Associates

7.1: SUMMARY
The most prominent resources in Garrett County are its important natural landscapes, which provide the
background for all other heritage resources and are a key economic component of the heritage tourism
industry. Visitors to Garrett County come to experience the wild regions of Western Maryland and the
county is one of the state’s premiere sites for eco-tourism. This unique natural and scenic landscape
frames the county’s many historical sites, structures, and communities. In municipalities and rural
villages, the historic structures themselves are important and form the fabric of these distinct
communities. Preserving important man-made and natural resources is at the heart of stewardship
efforts. This Chapter describes stewardship in Garrett County and provides recommendations to achieve
the broader stewardship goals of this Heritage Plan

7.2: LAND PRESERVATION AND CONSERVATION
As one of the state’s premiere sites for eco-tourism, preserving Garrett’s unique landscapes are import.
Natural resources and scenic viewsheds are a primary draw to the Heritage Area. Many of the tourists
that visit the county, as well as its local residents, cherish these resources, highlighting the need for
protection so that they can be enjoyed by future generations.
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PROTECTED LANDS
Protected lands in Garrett County include public, semi-public, and private land holdings that have been
preserved for future use or enjoyment. These lands are protected from development (see Chapter 2:
Heritage Resources).
For the purposes of the Heritage Plan, protected lands consist of two categories and include the
following:
Category 1 - Protected Lands: These are lands currently preserved in Garrett County and include:
Agricultural lands preserved through local or state government programs such as the Maryland
Agricultural Land Preservation Foundation (MALPF) and county land preservation programs;
Lands owned and administered by the State of Maryland and/or the federal government (Natural
Resources Management Areas/state parks, etc.); and
Lands preserved through the Maryland Environmental Trust (MET) and/or private conservation
organizations such as the Alleghany Highlands Conservancy, a private Land Trust.
Category 2 - Potential Protected Lands: These are lands or land areas cited for future preservation,
when and if funding is available, including:
Special land designated for heightened preservation efforts as lands located in environmentally
sensitive areas such as the state’s Rural Legacy Program (Garrett County Rural Legacy Boundary);
Land along the Youghiogheny Scenic and Wild River Corridor area; and
Green infrastructure gaps identified by the Maryland Department of Natural Resources as those
lands, which are critical for ecological functions.
Agricultural Preservation (Category 1): From an historical and cultural perspective, farming is an
important part of the county’s legacy. Farmland is presently being preserved through state and county
preservation and conservation programs. Agricultural Preservation/Conservation Programs within
Garrett County are administered by the county’s Department of Planning and Land Development.
Maryland Agricultural Land Preservation Foundation (MALPF): MALPF is the state’s most effective
program for preserving agricultural land. MALPF has been the most successful agricultural preservation
initiative to achieve Garrett County’s land preservation and conservation goals. The county has
participated in the MALPF Program for over 20 years.
Agricultural land preservation districts provide a reserve, where the land cannot be developed in a nonagricultural use. Once within an agricultural land preservation district, landowners may remain
permanently in the program through an easement process. Land held in agricultural land preservation
districts cannot be developed for non-agricultural uses but landowners are able to sell development
rights to the state in return for placing a conservation easement on the land. The county’s farm tax
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credit encourages participation in MALPF program. Farmers can receive a significant credit for being in
the program. Currently, there are 5,892 acres in MALPF easements and 3,970 acres in MALPF Districts.
Agricultural Preservation Areas: The county’s specific goal for agricultural land conservation is to protect
20,000 acres by 2020. Farmland is presently being preserved through state and county government
preservation programs. According to the Garrett County Department of Planning and Land
Development, approximately 426 acres of land are preserved under Garrett County’s local Agricultural
Preservation Program.
Conservation Reserve Program and Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CRP & CREP): The
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is administered by the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA). CRP is a voluntary program that offers farmers and ranchers financial incentives to encourage
conservation practices.
Under CRP, farmers are compensated for planting buffers in environmentally sensitive areas to improve
water quality, provide food and habitat for wildlife, and reduce erosion. Conservation practices within
the CRP program include the following: filter strips; riparian buffers; grass waterways; shelterbeds; field
windbreaks, living snow fences; salt tolerant vegetation; shallow water areas for wildlife; and wellhead
protection. In 1997, CRP implemented the “Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program” (CREP). CREP
is a partnership between the federal government and state government to address nationally significant
environmental problems by targeting specific geographic areas, such as water quality. The Maryland
Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program is voluntary and pays farmers to plant and maintain
streamside buffers, create wetlands, and provide wildlife habitat.
Important Natural Areas (Category
1): Natural areas are those public
protected lands owned by the local,
state, and federal government(s).
This includes large land areas in the
county for managing wildlife,
forested resources, and water
resources. Public lands also provide
sites for resource utilization
industries such as timber and
logging as well as parks and
recreation areas for residents and
Garrett County’s mountains, forested areas, lakes, and scenic wild rivers are a
tourists. Approximately 81,609 acres
critical component of the region’s heritage resources and are major attractions
of natural resource lands in Garrett
for eco-tourism.
County are publically owned. This
represents approximately 20% of the county’s total acreage of 420,950 acres (see Chapter 2: Heritage
Resources).
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Semi-Public & Private Preservation Areas (Category 1): Private and semi-public conservation
organizations in Garrett County include the Alleghany Highlands Conservancy and the Maryland
Environmental Trust. Both entities have assisted in the preservation of specific lands and the county. In
addition, these organizations can assist stewardship efforts and represent important partners for the
Chamber of Commerce, as the Heritage Area Management Entity.
Allegheny Highlands Conservancy: The Allegheny Highlands Conservancy (AHC) is a private land
conservation organization. AHC has preserved approximately 1,085 acres in Garrett County. AHC’s
purpose is to:
Protect and conserve land, water, and natural resources of the Allegheny Highlands region;
Promote the preservation, protection, and stewardship of forest, scenic, natural, wildlife,
recreational, and agricultural land and water resources;
Partner with the community to conserve working rural farms and forests;
Serve as a conservation resource for landowners and land managers;
Provide a forum for community understanding and support of land and water conservation issues.
The AHC is a nonprofit land trust working with local landowners in Garrett County to conserve land
resources. The process includes the acceptance of land donations as easements, which remove
development potential but still provide some flexibility to the land owner. Easements are a legal
agreement between a specific property owner(s) and an entity(s) charged with protecting natural and
scenic land resources. These agreements become part of the land deed and often stipulate protection in
perpetuity that provide for requisite tax benefits for the land owner.
As stated by AHC, “landowners have the freedom to stipulate their own particular vision for their land
such as: 1) allowing for farming or timber harvesting; 2) designating sites for a home or building (to be
built in the future); and 3) placing just a part of the land into easement rather than all of the land.”1 The
AHC stresses a cooperative approach in the community. This includes working with state and local
government entities and the public as well as farming, logging, and timber harvesting industries. The
AHC performs much work in cooperation with the Maryland Environmental Trust.
Maryland Environmental Trust: The Maryland Environmental Trust is a semi-public land conservation
organization created by an Act of the Maryland State Legislature in 1967. MET’s goal is to preserve open
natural resource lands (farming, forest, etc.). The primary tool for such preservation is an MET
easement, whereas a landowner enters a voluntary arrangement with MET to protect said land and
ensure conservation. MET also provides a “Local Land Trust Assistance Program” for groups such as the
Allegheny Highlands Conservancy. This includes grants for environmental education projects. MET has
preserved approximately 1,445 acres in Garrett County.

1

Allegheny Highlands Conservancy
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Rural Legacy Program (Categories 1 and 2): Since the program’s inception in 1997/1998, the purpose of
the Rural Legacy Program has been to preserve large contiguous tracts of land that have valuable
cultural and natural resources. Garrett County has had an active Maryland Agricultural Security Corridor
Rural Legacy Program (ASCRLA). The county’s RLA is located in the Bear Creek Watershed, in the
northern portion of the county. This area is approximately 31,437 acres with 1,122 total acres preserved
to date (as of 2009). The purpose of RLA designation is to preserve some of the county’s most
productive farmland. The Bear Creek RLA also provides protection to the Bear Creek drainage basin,
Deep Creek Lake, and the Bear Creek Fish Hatchery. The program’s goal is to preserve 200,000 acres
statewide by 2011.
Youghiogheny Wild and Scenic River Corridor (Categories 1 and 2): In 1976, a 21 mile long stretch of
the Youghiogheny River between Miller’s Run and the southern corporate limits of the Town of
Friendsville was designated as Maryland’s first “Wild and Scenic River.” It begins in the rolling farmlands
of southern Garrett and runs northward. The River’s path continues into Pennsylvania, where it
eventually merges with the Monongahela River.
Maryland Green Infrastructure (Category 2): Maryland's “Green Infrastructure” is a mapped network of
undeveloped lands that provide the bulk of the state’s ecosystem. They are natural support systems
provided by forests, wetlands, and other natural areas working in unison. It is important to consider
green infrastructure gaps, in particular, as key stewardship areas in Garrett County. Filling these gaps
will make the connection between Green Infrastructure hubs and corridors. Currently some 10,555
acres are identified as Green Infrastructure gaps in the county.

7.3: STEWARDSHIP STRATEGIES
The Garrett County Chamber of Commerce, as the Heritage Area Management Entity, will be
responsible for the implementation of the Heritage Plan. The following conclusions are designed to
assist the Chamber in regards to stewardship and the effective implementation of the Heritage Plan.
Stewardship strategies are organized into several categories. This includes Land Preservation and
Conservation and Land Use & Growth Management, which are typically the purview of state and local
government. Specific stewardship recommendations for the Chamber of Commerce are included below.
LAND PRESERVATION AND CONSERVATION
Prominent resources in Garrett County are its natural landscapes, which provide the backdrop for
heritage resources. Significant features include high elevations, rugged linear mountains, sandstone
ledges, boreal bogs, as well as extensive waterways and forested areas. Together these features create a
unique terrain offering a wide array of resources that are both natural and scenic. These natural and
scenic features’ positive contribution to the visitor experience are an important component of the
Heritage Area. They also are a key economic component of the county’s heritage tourism industry. The
preservation and conservation of land is an important tool for stewardship. There are many current
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programs available to assist in the preservation, protection, and enhancement of resources. Programs
include the following, which are linked directly to land preservation and conservation:
Federal and Maryland Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Forests and Parks programs;
Federal and state Wildlife Management Areas;
DNR - Program Open Space;
DNR - Greenprint Program and state Greenways (these programs do not provide specific financial
assistance but assist in identifying lands for preservation/conservation);
Maryland’s Coastal Bays and Waterways Program;
Maryland Agricultural Land Preservation Foundation;
Maryland Rural Legacy Program;
Maryland Fisheries and Wildlife Programs;
Maryland Main Street Program;
Maryland Scenic Byways Program;
Maryland Office of Tourism;
Community Legacy Program;
Local ordinances for forest conservation, open space, and sensitive environmental areas; and
Private conservation organizations that purchase easements such as the Maryland Environmental
Trust (MET), other local land trusts, and preservation/conservation groups.
Land Preservation and Parks and Recreation Plan: Many of Garrett County’s short and long range
strategies in regards to land preservation and conservation are contained in the Garrett County Land
Preservation and Parks & Recreation Plan (LPPRP), which will be updated in 2011 to 2012. This includes
recommendations for continued land preservation and conservation in county areas. The Heritage Plan
seeks to complement the LPPRP and its recommendations for future land preservation. Therefore, the
Chamber of Commerce should actively support state and local government land preservation and
conservation efforts through partnerships in the Heritage Area.
LAND USE AND GROWTH MANAGEMENT
A pivotal component of any heritage area development strategy is preserving, protecting, and enhancing
heritage resources both man-made and natural. Stewardship is the means by which these resources are
protected as valuable commodities and investments in the Heritage Area. This can occur through
partnerships, coordination, technical assistance, incentives, and planning and regulations.
Garrett County: Garrett County government, in coordination with state and federal entities, has done an
excellent job in preserving the county’s most important natural and scenic resources. Garrett County
should continue to work with the state and federal government to preserve natural resource and
agricultural lands through established programs. The recent 2008 Garrett County Comprehensive Plan
provides further planning and regulation for Deep Creek Lake with the Deep Creek Lake Influence Area
Master Plan. It also recommends the following:
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Development standards, specifically designed to protect rural resources from new residential
development in rural and agricultural areas. This includes cluster standards intended to conserve
contiguous forest and agricultural resources for the protection of scenic views and enhancing the
quality and extent of open space. Resources include farm fields, forests, scenic views,
environmentally sensitive areas, and cultural features such as historic sites.
The protection of ridgelines as sensitive areas because they contribute to the economic, aesthetic,
scenic, and overall quality and character of the county. The Comprehensive Plan states that the
county should establish a framework for regulatory control of ridge top development through
subdivision, sensitive areas, and possibly, zoning controls.
Recently adopted amendments to the county’s Subdivision Regulations have added protections for
scenic and historic highways. These affect the subdivision of land along these scenic roads and require,
to the greatest extent possible, the preservation of scenic views and rural character in regards to
development sites. These regulations include adherence design guidelines.
Garrett County Towns: Stewardship is particularly important in areas with resource concentrations like
municipalities. The four ways to protect historic sites and structures in Garrett County’s communities
are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Individual or district listing on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP);
Formation of a legally recognized and locally designated Historic District Overlay Zone in a zoning
ordinance, structured as per Maryland laws (Article 66B);
A Maryland Certified Heritage Area (CHA) with a defined Target Investment Zones (TIZ’s); and/or
Other mechanisms to lessen adverse impacts to historic sites and structures such as specific
zoning provisions, design standards and guidelines, incentives, or legally binding agreements such
as façade easements for structures or the purchase of land/property easements.

The purpose is to provide some level of protection for heritage resources and allow property owners to
access the many benefits associated with preserving heritage resources. This primarily includes federal
and state tax credits. However, it also may include low interest loans for businesses and direct
assistance grants. Tools for heritage preservation can range from voluntary programs to mandatory
regulation. Choosing the right set of tools is essential for success and will be different for each
community. Choice also depends on what type of action may best suit an individual community. In cases
where little to no regulation exists and property rights are strong, local communities may wish to rely on
individual property owners to list their properties on the NRHP or develop an incentive based approach
to heritage preservation and growth management. In areas that wish to provide maximum protection,
creating a historic district overlay zone and historic district commission may be preferred.
The Towns of Oakland and Mountain Lake Park have National Register Historic Districts but have not
adopted zoning provisions applicable to these areas as per §8.01 through 8.17, Article 66B, of the
Annotated Code of Maryland, which provides laws for establishing a Historic District and Historic District
Commission. In particular, the Mountain Lake Park Community Legacy Plan recommends that the town
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“establish an historic landmarks commission and seek Certified Local Government designation which
would require, among other things, the establishment and maintenance of a qualified historic
preservation commission to enforce local legislation for the designation and protection of historic
properties and maintain a system for the survey and inventory of historic properties.”2
In the near term, considering the tone of recommendations from previous Community Legacy Plans and
recently updated comprehensive plans, the most realistic expectation for additional stewardship
measures by the municipalities and Garrett County is through guidelines and incentives (see Chapter 3:
Development & Land Use). As stated in many of the Community Legacy Plans, guidelines should be user
friendly and voluntary, appealing to the average property owner and tied to a financial incentive
program. According to the Community Legacy Plans, when residents begin to understand the value of
guidelines, implementation should be mandated through an amendment to municipal zoning
ordinances.

7.4: HERITAGE MANAGEMENT AND STEWARDSHIP
A common element, in all of the recent plans in Garrett County, is the central theme of preserving
historic, cultural, and natural resources. Therefore, stewardship strategies are two-fold in the Heritage
Plan: 1) seeking to preserve and protect the natural landscapes that surround heritage resources; and 2)
seeking to preserve and protect historic resources in areas with resource concentrations. The Garrett
County Chamber of Commerce should actively engage with its partners involved in stewardship and
assist their efforts, where appropriate.
RESOURCE PRESERVATION AND CONSERVATION IN GARRETT COUNTY
Nearly everyone involved in developing the Heritage Area
can perform some role in the stewardship of heritage
resources, including individuals and organizations. However,
the larger aspect of preserving and conserving resources is
the function of government (federal, state, and local).
Government seeks to balance the public interest in resource
preservation and conservation with private interests in land
development and resource utilization.

Historically, the leadership culture of Garrett County and its municipalities has minimized regulating how
private property is used. The county is one of the few remaining jurisdictions in Maryland without
county-wide zoning, and the Town of Oakland has not yet adopted subdivision regulations. Zoning codes
in municipalities generally follow a standard Euclidian pattern limited to regulating permitted uses and
height, area, and bulk standards. With the exception of Grantsville, which does not require stream
2

Mountain Lake Park Community Legacy Plan
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buffers, all ordinances regulate development in floodplains and on steep slopes, require minimum
stream buffers and address development affecting the habitat of threatened or endangered species. In
spite of this, state and local programs have preserved much of the county so an effective stewardship
strategy is already in place.
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PARTNERS
The more partners that the Chamber has the more successful the Heritage Area will be. Some of the
most important reasons for partnerships are cost sharing, leveraging of funding from public and private
sources, and other financial benefits. Benefits also can include joint planning for projects and marketing
as well as access to technical staff and training. Some important observations include the following:
Coordinating with Government: The Chamber of Commerce, as the Heritage Area Management Entity,
has a role to play and can be a critical partner in the local planning process. In order to have a successful
Heritage Program, the Chamber must interface with local governments and build strong and lasting
relationships. Government has the ability to tax, provide funding, access grants and low-interest loans,
and guide development and revitalization through land use and zoning powers. These powers affect
stewardship and the Chamber’s ability to implement the Heritage Plan. The Chamber of Commerce
should work closely with county government to develop policies and regulations that promote the
preservation and conservation of important resources.
Garrett County’s historic sites and structures are the primary driving engine of the Heritage Area
germane to economic development and tourism. Therefore preserving and protecting these resources is
critical. At a minimum, the Heritage Program should provide information regarding the historic structure
listing process with the Maryland Historical Trust (MHT) and, in some cases, directly assist property
owners and developers with this process if such listing will achieve major goals and objectives of the
Heritage Plan (e.g. preserve a critical resource, assist heritage tourism-related businesses and
organizations, etc.). Land trusts, Habitat for Humanity, and local developers seeking to rehabilitate
historic buildings for resale can be important partners.
One of the best ways to capture the imagination of the public and get them excited about the Garrett
County Heritage Area is a Scenic Viewshed Evaluation. This process is often used during a visioning
session(s) with the public and key stakeholders. It is interactive and allows participants to identify
“Places of the Heart.” These are areas or regions where natural and man-made resources combine to
form truly unique landscapes. This could be a historic downtown or a beautiful and picturesque farm on
the outskirts of town. Participants photograph these special areas and then evaluate which ones are the
most special for future preservation. This type of process can help guide land preservation actions.
Coordinating with Municipalities: The Chamber can play an important part by assisting municipalities in
the development of appropriate design guidelines for rehabilitation, infill, and redevelopment. These
local tools should be sensitive to historic architecture and resources. A useful source of information on
how to establish an ordinance for infill and redevelopment is the Maryland Department of Planning
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publication entitled Models and Guidelines for Infill Development, which can be obtained from the
Maryland Department of Planning.3 Another way to interface with municipalities is to assist towns in
developing specific historic preservation plans for their respective communities.
Economic sustainability is directly related to the preservation of historic structures. Often the best way
to approach preservation is through flexible land use regulations and financial incentives. Two
techniques that municipalities can consider are Adaptive Reuse and the Arts and Entertainment District.
Adaptive reuse is a process that adapts buildings for new uses, while retaining their historic
features. For example an old factory may become an apartment building. As a specific example in
Garrett County, the property owners of the Corn Maze would like to rehabilitate their existing
historic barn as a business. This business could offer refreshments to patrons and sell local goods.
Typically, an adaptive reuse is approved through the special exception process, with
recommendations from the Planning Commission and a Historic District Commission, if applicable. If
the specific adaptive reuse provisions allow, applicants can propose uses not currently permitted
subject to conditions that protect the historic character of the building and minimize adverse
impacts to adjoining properties.
An Arts and Entertainment (A&E) District has been defined by Americans for the Arts as a wellrecognized, labeled, mixed-use area of a community in which a high concentration of arts and
cultural facilities serve as the anchor attraction. Maryland enables municipalities to apply for state
designations for the Arts and Entertainment Districts within their boundaries and offers tax
incentives provided by law. The benefits offered to selected districts include property tax credits for
renovation of certain buildings that create live-work space for artists and/or space for arts and
entertainment enterprises, an income tax subtraction/modification for income derived from artistic
work sold by qualifying residing artists, and exemption from the Admissions and Amusement tax.
The Chamber also should consider a “Stewardship Award” program for local governments to create
further incentives. This may include an annual dinner event with awards such as a painting by a local
artist for the award winner. It also may offer a chance for all partners to get together once a year and
discuss the Heritage Program.
Natural Areas, Scenic Byways, and Trails: Natural areas are important places for recreation and are one
of the chief tourist draws to Garrett County. These areas are largely managed by the Maryland
Department of Natural Resources (DNR). The Chamber of Commerce should closely coordinate with
DNR and ensure that DNR is represented on the Heritage Area Sub-Committee (see Chapter 5: Heritage
Area Management). Stewardship will be a primary goal for DNR and the Chamber can assist with local
preservation and conservation efforts.
The Mountain Maryland Scenic Byway and its various sub-themes provide the major linkage system for
the entire Heritage Area (see Chapter 2: Heritage Resources). This includes resources, attractions, and
3

http://www.mdp.state.md.us/OurProducts/publications.shtml#ModelsGuidelines
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services. Maryland’s Scenic Byways Program is administered State Highway Administration Division
(SHA). Scenic byways are transportation routes that best reflect the historic and cultural heritage of the
region in which they are located. Land subdivision along these scenic roads are required, to the greatest
extent possible, to preserve scenic views and the rural character. Development sites will adhere to
design guidelines. The Chamber should closely coordinate its activities along the Byways with the Scenic
Byway Administrator at SHA.
Residents and visitors use greenways and trails to traverse the scenic landscapes of Garrett and discover
its rich natural treasures. Trails offer important pedestrian linkages in the Garrett County Heritage Area.
They also are a major tourism draw for the county, providing significant economic returns. Currently, the
majority of Garrett County trail systems are located in state parks and forests, where trailhead
connections are provided for access. Some trailheads are located in Garrett County municipalities and
near major tourism destinations such as WISP and Adventure Sports. The Garrett Trail Master Plan
demonstrates the county’s desire to link all parts of Garrett County through a contiguous network
system of trails, greenways, and waterways. County trails are mostly located in state parks and forests
and are maintained by different trail groups and volunteers. The purpose of the Trail Master Plan is to
unite these groups in a coordinated and unified effort to fulfill the strategies set forth in the Plan.
Future trail success depends on developing new connections. Most importantly, this includes linkages to
the Allegheny Highland Trail System in Pennsylvania and Maryland. The Great Allegheny Passage (GAP)
is a 132-mile system of biking and hiking trails that connects Cumberland, Maryland to McKeesport,
Pennsylvania, near Pittsburgh (see Chapter 4: Economic & Tourism Overview). The stewardship of
existing trails also is important for the Garrett County Heritage Area. This includes both social and
economic benefits. Trail success in Garrett County depends on large, connected, and diverse trail
systems. Trail groups and other organizations, dedicated to trails and their stewardship, are necessary to
manage and maintain the system. Volunteers also are necessary. These groups, such as Garrett Trails,
make ideal partners for the Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber should work closely with local entities
and state agencies involved in trail creation and stewardship to provide assistance, where appropriate.
KEY STEWARDSHIP STRATEGIES FOR HERITAGE AREA MANAGEMENT
There are many stewardship strategies that the Garrett County Chamber of Commerce should consider
(see Chapter 10: Implementation). This includes:
1.

2.

3.

Partnering, where appropriate, with public, semi-public, and private entities for stewardship in
Garrett County when such partnerships seek to further the goals and objectives of the Heritage
Plan.
Providing technical and other information to public, semi-public, and private entities interested in
historic preservation to assist their efforts, in coordination with the Maryland Historic Trust (MHT)
and Maryland Heritage Areas Authority (MHAA).
Supporting efforts of partners involved in the preservation of environmentally sensitive areas
designated for heightened preservation, including the Youghiogheny Scenic and Wild River
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4.

5.

6.

7.

Corridor, a 21-mile-long stretch of the Youghiogheny River between Miller’s Run and the southern
corporate limits of the Town of Friendsville. The Youghiogheny River is an eco-tourism draw and
has special historical and cultural importance. It is located within the CHA Boundary and is
designated a state “Wild and Scenic River.”
Encouraging continued county participation in the state’s Rural Legacy Program. Since the
program’s inception in 1997/1998, the purpose of the Rural Legacy Program has been to preserve
large contiguous tracts of land that have valuable cultural and natural resources.
Supporting efforts of partners to “fill-in” key Green Infrastructure gaps. Maryland's most
important natural lands make up its green infrastructure, and provide the bulk of the state's
natural support system. Currently some 10,555 acres are identified by the Maryland Department
of Natural Resources as Green Infrastructure gaps in the county’s portion of the green
infrastructure. These lands are critical for ecological functions in Maryland.
Supporting rural and agricultural preservation and conservation initiatives by Garrett County and
the farming community, as described in county plans including the Comprehensive Plan, Land
Preservation and Parks and Recreation Plan, and the Economic Development Plan.
Supporting other partner initiatives to protect valuable scenic viewsheds and unique landscapes,
important natural areas, scenic byways, and trails as described in this Heritage Plan and local
government plans and policies.

Historic Sites and Structures: Historic sites and structures define the evolution of an area or region.
They have economic value for their owners as well as the whole community in which they are
located. Areas with preserved historic sites and structures often have higher assessed property
values. Higher property values often mean more money for the local economy and can improve
quality of life for residents. Historic downtowns can be a huge tourism draw, directly benefiting
local businesses. Heritage expert Donovan Rypkema notes in his seminal work, Virginia’s Economy
and Historic Preservation: The Impact of Preservation on Jobs, Businesses, and the Community, that
property values associated with historic buildings significantly outperform non-historic properties,
sometimes by a substantial margin.
Benefits of Historic Preservation: An effective Heritage Preservation and Tourism Program means
coordinated action at all levels including grassroots citizen groups, regional heritage organizations,
and state and federal agencies to fully realize a heritage area’s vast potential and maximize its
benefits. This is accomplished through generating heritage-related businesses and revitalizing
communities. It is one thing to have a historic structure that needs repair. It is another thing if a
business starts up in that old structure and successfully restores and preserves it. The Cornish Inn in
Oakland is a good example of heritage preservation and tourism at work in Garrett County. The Inn
is a historic structure and successful restaurant. Some other benefits for heritage preservation
include the following:
The restoration or renovation of historic structures has direct and positive impacts for local
economies.
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Fixing up old buildings provides employment for designers, planners, architects, surveyors and
engineers, carpenters, construction workers, plumbers, electricians, etc.
With a preserved historic core, “all ships can rise with the tide” stabilizing property values
across the spectrum.
Consider Historic Districts: In Target Investment Zones (communities with zoning power), the Chamber
should assist with local planning and regulatory development measures that reinforce Heritage Plan
goals and objectives, where appropriate. Historic District Zoning is one example. Once heritage
preservation policies are defined in a specific historic preservation plan for a community, regulatory
tools can be developed to protect heritage resources. The primary legal basis for providing such
protection is Article 66B of the Annotated Code of Maryland. In many cases, Historic District Zoning
requires impact studies before historic structures can be significantly altered or torn down. This may
include archeological assessment plans, environmental impact plans, demolition impact plans, etc.
An historic district is an overlay zone providing for mandatory regulations and oversight through a
historic district commission. The historic district commission (HDC) is an oversight board appointed by
locally elected representatives to administer this process. Historic district zoning provides the power to
regulate land development and manage growth in specifically defined historic areas. This includes
establishing legal provisions to review land use and development changes in historic districts. Any
community seeking to establish a historic district:
Develop a Historic Preservation Plan and Ordinance;
Establish boundaries for the historic district overlay zone;
Create design review guidelines and criteria that property owners must follow based on legally
established criteria (Secretary of the Interior Standards/state standards and guidelines); and
Establish an historic district commission to implement, administer, and enforce the plan and
regulations.
In Maryland, HDC’s often have the power to:
Maintain and update resource inventories;
Develop historic preservation plans and ordinances through an established process;
Amend planning and zoning boundaries through an established process;
Map historic sites and structures and create detailed heritage resource inventories including
photographic and textual archives;
Advise appointed and elected officials (Planning Commissions, Board of Zoning Appeals, and town
councils/commissioners) regarding land development aspects affecting historic resources;
Administer demolition review and demolition by neglect under historic district zoning; and
Coordinate with other federal, state, and local entities on historic preservation issues and
opportunities.
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Consider Other Heritage Preservation Initiatives and
Tools: Sometimes heritage resources can be clustered
or spread throughout a community. Therefore,
special and tailored initiatives may be needed. In
regards to Garrett municipalities, design guidelines
and incentive based approaches seem to be the most
effective way to preserve resources. The purpose is
to work closely with a property owner to preserve
historic resources, while also allowing for
development and other property changes, thus
acknowledging property rights. Incentives can include
ways to adaptively reuse historic structures and outbuildings, expansion of uses for preservation,
increased density for preservation, etc.
In some communities, a mixed approach is more suitable to mandatory regulation. Mixed programs are
the middle path, whereby communities opt to create a local Heritage Program or develop basic heritage
preservation tools that are less onerous than an historic district ordinance, overlay zone, and mandatory
historic district commission. These types of approaches usually center on incentive based approaches
for property owners but also can include some guidelines and regulations such as infill and
redevelopment zoning provisions, impact studies, and design standards/guidelines, which are written
into a local government’s zoning ordinance. These types of approaches can be administered by a
community’s Planning Commission. The Chamber can assist by advising local bodies.
In combination with incentives, specific zoning controls often are used. These can include design guides
or standards, infill and redevelopment guidelines; specific height, mass, and bulk requirements; or
buffering requirements and retention of landscaping to protect site features. This is suggested in the
Community Legacy Plans (see Chapter 3: Development and Land Use) for Garrett towns.
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